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The Nutrition Journal Editorial Team
BioMed Central
Liverpool Science Park
131 Mount Pleasant
Liverpool L3 5TF
UK

Dear Editorial Team,

This is to re-submit the final version of our manuscript “Dietary intakes and food sources of fat and fatty acids in Guatemalan schoolchildren: A cross-sectional study” identified as MS 1286816164286857, as we move to the proofing stage. This latest revised manuscript is enclosed here (manuscript and figures), after doing a careful editing and review for conforming it to the Nutrition Journal Guidelines.

Specifically, we took care of correcting some typos, deleting all the highlighted areas, deleting titles and degrees of authors, adding authors’ email addresses, adding a statement about Author’s Contribution to the manuscript, updating the figures and the references.

We appreciate if this newly revised manuscript is approved for the proofing stage before publication. Please let us know if there is anything else we need to take care of.

Thank you very much. We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Odilia I. Bermudez, Ph.D., MPH, LDN